IB TESTERS
→ PART II Complete Your Portfolio
1) Edit your portfolio:
Tips
a) be sure you have three distinct production sections
b) take out unnecessary info
c) be sure your role is at the forefront
d) take out wording where you mention that I am asking you to do something (ie: ‘the teacher
made us to meet with other editors’, say it more like: ‘in meeting with other editors, I…’ etc.)
e) if possible, include the references you made for blog entry #6 (or other references); only do this
if it works – but know that references and research look good!
f) even if you are not used to it – be a show off
2) Compose your reflection:
a) this is the last thing the assessors read, make it show off what you did; include successes,
innovations, hardships, all of it!
- you may have started this for homework – re-read, edit, ask for suggestions…
b) this should be a well-written paragraph or two
c) see note here
The above 4 sections are required to be no less than 1000 words & no more than 1200 words.

3) Write a rational (aim for 100 words, and no more than that).
a. your rational sets out your intentions; it does not simply introduce your project, look again at
the sample Portfolios online
- you may have started this for homework – re-read, edit, ask for suggestions…
b. this is not part of your 1000-1200 word count, though once complete, add it to the beginning
of your portfolio document
c) see note here
4) Turn in the above (as one document, with 5 distinct sections) via email before class starts on
Wednesday, 4/4.
Reminder: this portfolio is 20% of your IB Film Grade (the film is 30%), make it show off your effort

Grading of the Portfolio (for IB Testers):
15 points total in Projects
15 points for complete Portfolio with: 1) 5 distinct sections, 2) each production section with
commentary and images, 3) correct length, 4) turned in on time, 5) with clear descriptions of your
role and its importance.

